Arming the Glorious Cause....................................... #Book-ATGC
a Study of Confederate Arms
by Daniel Hartzler, James Whisker, & Larry Yantz
The book shows several examples of Richmond muskets,
Fayetteville muskets, Cook & Brothers carbines, Tyler (Texas) muskets,
Tryon (Texas contract) muskets, Reed & Watson, Pulaski Armoury,
Perry/Maynard, Bilharz, Hall & Co. carbines, Dickson & Nelson rifles,
and a Confederate sharpshooter’s rifle. Hard bound, with 175 pages.
#Book-ATGC
Arming the Glorious Cause
only $45.00

Civil War Carbines, Myth vs. Reality.......................... #Book-CWC
by Peter Schiffers
Shooting original carbines from the Civil War with carefully reproduced ammunition, the author is able to explain why some carbines
performed well in combat and others did not. Fully illustrated, soft
bound with 144 pages in 8-1/2 x 11” format.
#Book-CWC Civil War Carbines, Myth vs. Reality
only $27.50
The Burnside Breech Loading Carbine.................... #Book-BBLC
by Edward A. Hull
The distinctively shaped, yet deadly, carbines invented by Ambrose
Burnside are highly collectable mementos of the Civil War. They were
no less popular during that conflict, as they were one of the best breech
loading arms available to the cavalryman. Hard cover, 95 pages.
#Book-BBLC
Burnside Carbine
only $16.00

C. S. Armoury - Richmond.........................................#Book-CSAR
by Paul J. Davies
Exhaustive research on the Richmond armory and its arms,
p roduction reports, correspondence, lists of arms assembled,
variations, markings and much more. Hardcover, over 500 photographs
and illustrations. Hard cover. with 368 pages.
#Book-CSAR
C. S. Armoury - Richmond
only $64.99

Cosmopolitan and Gwyn & Campbell Carbines in the Civil War
A Definitive Illustrated History of Two Rare and Unusual
		 Civil War Cavalry Carbines and Their Use in the Field
by Thomas B. Rentschler.................................... #Book-CGCCCW
The illustrated history of two Civil War cavalry carbines. Included are
complete descriptions and illustrations of each make, type, and model,
including the mass produced types, transitional variations, as well as
illustrations of rare rifles and early carbines. Hard cover, with 128 pages.
#Book-CGCCCW
Gwyn & Campbell Carbines
only $19.99

Civil War Pistols............................................................#Book-CWP
by John D. McAulay
The pistols used by the Union forces in the Civil War enjoy special
status among arms enthusiasts and historians. The period saw rapid
evolution of the weapon. In these pages, we see the entire story set
forth, including details of design, purchase and deployment. From
common types to obscure makers and exotic imports. Soft bound,
with 166 pages.
#Book-CWP
Civil War Pistols
only $24.00

The Confederate LeMat Revolver.................................#Book-CLR
by Doug Adams
No other weapon is so emblematic of the Confederacy. The LeMat
wasn’t just a revolver - in addition to its bullets, it packed a unique,
last ditch wallop in the form of a shotgun blast from under the barrel.
This exciting book describes LeMat’s wartime adventures aboard
blockade runners and alongside the famous leaders of the Confederacy, as well as exploring, as never before, the unique revolvers that
he manufactured for the Southern Cause. Soft bound, with 112 pages
#Book-CLR
The Confederate LeMat Revolver
only $24.50

Firearms from Europe, Second Edition....................... #Book-FFE
by James Whisker, Daniel Hartzler, and Larry Yantz
The book shows numerous examples of Union and Confederate purchased small arms. Notable examples include 1856, 1858,
and 1860 British pattern rifled muskets, Whitworth rifles, Calisher
and Terry Breech-loading Carbine, Kerr Rifle and Revolver, Adams
Revolver, Webley Revolver, and Mont Storm Conversions of Enfield
rifles. Hard cover. 192 pages.
#Book-FFE
Firearms from Europe, 2nd Edition
only $42.50

Indian War

Ready.. Aim.. Fire!..........................................................#Book-RAF
Small Arms Ammunition in the Battle of Gettysburg
by Dean S. Thomas
A interesting study of the different types of small arms ammunition
used by both Union and Confederate forces. Ammunition manufacture
is discussed, and types of ammunition used broken down by Union
Corps and Confederate Divisions. Soft cover 8-1/2 by 11” format, black
and white photography and illustrations, 78 pages.
#Book-RAF
Ready..Aim...Fire!
only $ 7.99

Guns of the Western Indian Wars............................. #Book-GWIW
by R. Stephen Dorsey
The story of the guns and ammunition that made western history
from 1865-1890. Includes Authentic captured and surrendered Indian
guns, cavalry and infantry guns, original ordnance reports on Indian
guns, Winchester, and Sharps rifles, and serial numbers. 220 pages.
#Book-GWIW
Guns of the Western Indian Wars
only $26.50
Arming & Equipping the United States Cavalry, 1865 - 1902
by Dusan P. Farrington............................................ #Book-AEUSC
All the weapons and gear of the Indian Wars through the SpanishAmerican War including: Carbines, Revolvers, Swords, Cartridge
Boxes, Knives, Belts, Buckles, Holsters and more. Hard cover, black
and white photos. 600 pages.
#Book-AEUSC Arming & Equipping the U.S. Cavalry only $59.99

Firepower from Abroad................................................. #Book-FFA
The Confederate Enfield and the LeMat Revolver
by Wiley Sword
The British-made Enfield rifle was so valued by the South during
the American Civil War that blockade runners cargoed shipments of
these arms right up to the last days of the great rebellion. Carefully
chronicled on these pages is the story of how these weapons reached
the C
 onfederate market. Hard cover. 120 pages.
#Book-FFA
Enfield & LeMat Revolver
only $19.99

Indian War Cartridge Pouches, Boxes, and Carbine Boots
by by R. Stephen Dorsey.....................................#Book-IWCPBCB
A key reference work on the cartridge pouches, boxes, and boots
of the Indian War period. Includes arsenal conversions, experimental,
field conversions, and the regulation pieces of the 1867-1890 period.
Volume of 157 pages.
#Book-IWCPBCB Indian War Cartridge Pouches
only $25.00
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